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The Arc Reactor
Chapter 1

I had some key breakthroughs in power generation
systems in 2013, but it was in 2014 that it all came
together. That is when I solved the Arc Reactor.
Which makes me kind of the only name in clean energy right now, that’s what I’m
getting at. I could generate clean, renewable electricity (non-polluting ) for about 3 %
of the cost of conventional means. With no pollution. I developed the system in 2014,
but I didn’t put a name on it until late 2017. It was in thinking about how the
electricity generator actually works that I suddenly laughed, for I realised that the
name “Arc Reactor” was actually very appropriate . That is when I started calling it an
Arc Reactor. Three years after I had invented it.
This was to have been one of the key projects to drive Golden Age, solving our
energy crisis problems and going a huge way to solving some key environmental
problems to do with pollution, waste management and the draining of the Water
Tables.
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This project was to have been a key driver in Golden Age
I contacted a number of governments saying that I had solved the problem of clean,
abundant electricity. I contacted them in good faith.
It didn’t work out.

Chain Reaction Trailer (1996)
If you understand this then you understand a key reason why I am always broke.
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X-Girl
Chapter 1

I need a change in lifestyle. I just do.
Diana Ross – Chain Reaction
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X-Girl
Chapter 2

I never did get to build the Arc Reactor
But I know how to do it. The sooner I get to build it the sooner we start tackling some
key environmental problems. However given the current political climate I do not
expect that to happen for quite a number of years. But once the problems with
governments are sorted, then I most certainly plan to build it.

Kia Niro “Hero’s Journey” Super Bowl commercial
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The Arc Reactor

End
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